Natural orifice endoscopic drainage of a perforated duodenal ulcer
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ABSTRACT

Posterior perforation of gastric and duodenal ulcers is uncommon and frequently misdiagnosed due to nonspecific clinical exam findings. The need for surgical treatment has recently been questioned in patients with contained perforations due to the success of nonoperative management and the morbidity and mortality associated with surgical intervention.

We present a clinically stable 65-year-old morbidly obese female transferred to our institution with radiographic evidence of posterior perforation of a duodenal ulcer with a large associated abscess cavity. A fenestrated 9.5 French nasal feeding tube was directed over a guide-wire into the abscess cavity under endoscopic/fluoroscopic guidance and used for decompression. The patient was managed conservatively and repeat computed tomography (CT) demonstrated resolution of the cavity. She was discharged to home after an uncomplicated 10-day hospital course.

Contained posterior peptic/duodenal ulcer perforations associated with an abscess cavity can be successfully managed conservatively in patients that are hemodynamically stable and without overt signs of peritonitis. Natural orifice drainage of the cavity, gastric decompression, antibiotics, PPI administration, and nutritional support can avoid the morbidity and mortality associated with traditional surgical management.
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Introduction:
Posterior perforation of a gastric or duodenal ulcer is an uncommon clinical entity complicated by a delay in diagnosis secondary to nonspecific symptomatology [1]. Operative repair in these patients is associated with a high morbidity and mortality [1]. Although uncommon in the United States, selective conservative management of contained anterior duodenal perforations with intravenous fluids, nasogastric decompression, and antibiotics has a success rate of 50-70% [2,3]. In patients who are candidates for non-surgical treatment, spontaneous healing and a well-defined abscess cavity are associated with a favorable outcome [1].

In lieu of percutaneous drainage, natural orifice and naso-biliary drainage has been used to successfully manage abscesses associated with foregut perforations [1,4,5]. Choice of these techniques is influenced by body habitus along with the size and chronicity of the abscess cavity. We present a case of a large abscess cavity due to a posterior duodenal ulcer perforation that was managed with a naso-duodenal drainage catheter placed under endoscopic and fluoroscopic guidance.

Case Report:
A 65 year old morbidly obese female with a history of COPD, chronic NSAID use and prior cholecystectomy presented to a community hospital with three days of nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain. A CT scan followed by an esophagastroduodenoscopy (EGD) suggested a posterior perforation of the first portion of the duodenum with an associated abscess cavity, prompting transfer to our institution.

Upon arrival, the patient’s vital signs were unremarkable aside from mild tachycardia, her abdominal exam was benign, and her leukocytosis had resolved. A repeat CT scan with PO contrast was obtained, which demonstrated extraluminal extravasation into a10cm debris filled abscess cavity in the omental bursa (Figure 1). A subsequent EGD confirmed a large posterior perforation in the first portion of the duodenum (Figure 2). The endoscope was then introduced into the abscess cavity, necrotic tissue was aspirated, and insufflation confirmed no evidence of free perforation. At the time, the therapeutic options being considered were open surgery, percutaneous drainage, and natural orifice drainage. Given the chronic, well-encapsulated appearance of the abscess cavity and the patient’s fairly benign clinical status, the decision was made to treat this patient conservatively. Under direct endoscopic visualization a guide-wire was directed into the abscess cavity, after which a 9.5 French fenestrated feeding tube was advanced over the wire under fluoroscopic guidance (Figure 3). The patient was returned to the general medical-surgical floor and managed conservatively with antibiotics, PPI, naso-abscess drainage with low continuous suction, and parenteral nutrition. A follow-up CT scan demonstrated resolution of the abscess cavity and the patient was discharged on hospital day 10, tolerating a regular diet.

Discussion:
Posterior perforation of peptic/duodenal ulcers continues to present a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. Because direct surgical repair is associated with significant morbidity and mortality, alternative non-operative management strategies are being attempted. Conservative management in combination with gastric decompression in the treatment of peptic ulcer perforation was initially proposed by Wangensteen in 1935 [6]. Subsequent retrospective and prospective studies have documented successful non-operative management rates of 50-82% in select patients [2,7,8]. Predictors of failure of conservative management include larger amounts of pneumoperitoneum, tachycardia, pain on digital rectal exam, and increasing age [9]. The initial conservative management strategies focused on gastric decompression in addition to antibiotics. When the perforation is associated
Figure 1: CT showing extraluminal contrast into omental bursa

Figure 2: Endoscopic view of large perforated duodenal ulcer

Figure 3: CT showing trans-nasal feeding tube in abscess cavity
with an abscess cavity, an increasing focus is placed on draining the cavity in addition to decompressing the stomach. Frequently, this is accomplished percutaneously, which places the patient at risk for developing a fistula as well as subjecting them to the discomfort of an external catheter. A novel therapy using an endoluminal vacuum system has been proposed to drain the cavity, but this method needs to be validated. However, using a natural orifice to introduce a catheter that both drains the cavity and decompresses the stomach appears to be a feasible option.

**Conclusion:**
In hemodynamically stable patients with no evidence of peritonitis, natural orifice drainage of an abscess cavity associated with peptic ulcer perforation is an acceptable alternative to percutaneous drainage or open surgery. Multidisciplinary teams with access to advanced endoscopic techniques and imaging may use a conservative approach in managing patients with contained foregut perforations.
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